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A New Convenient
Fuelling Concept

Opening letter FROM the CEO

I am very pleased to present you with the 14th issue of ADNOC
Distribution’s AFAQ Magazine, which reports the accomplishments
of our strategic internal and external projects, highlights the progress
of our ongoing ventures, and summarises our new initiatives for
the first quarter of 2017.
Building on the success of 2015’s Year of Innovation and 2016’s
Year of Reading, the UAE President, His Highness Sheikh Khalifa
bin Zayed Al Nahyan, declared 2017 to be the Year of Giving,
exemplifying the UAE’s spirit of generosity.
The Year of Giving is an opportunity for all of us at ADNOC
Distribution to reaffirm the philanthropic values instilled in all of
ADNOC Group’s companies. Through our service stations, we
continue to be the Group’s main point of contact with all segments
of society. This year, with the help of our partners, we aim to
leverage our reach and drive an intensive programme of activities
that will further strengthen and deepen our engagement with the
community we serve.
We are keen to adopt a series of initiatives in line with the Year of
Giving’s three pillars: corporate social responsibility, volunteering,
and service to our country. Our scope of work, geographical
footprint and day-to-day interaction with our customers give us
the opportunity to promote these initiatives among the public and
reinforce the pillars across the nation.
On another note, the launch of the ADNOC Xpress network,
comprising fuelling stations with a new design, convenient
locations and streamlined scope of services, represents a
landmark achievement for the entire team at ADNOC Distribution.
The concept applies best practices and epitomises our institutional
and operational values of flexibility, innovation, efficiency and
excellence in customer service.

Saeed Mubarak Al Rashdi
Acting Chief Executive Officer

As we start the second quarter of 2017, we should all be proud
of our success in rolling out phase one of the ADNOC Xpress
network servicing the most congested areas of Abu Dhabi city
and its suburbs. With our commitment to sustaining our expansion
across the UAE, we will both improve our accessibility and further
augment the rich range of best-in-class services we already offer
to our customers.
With such a strong record of achievement in the first quarter of this
year, I am sure that together we will continue to seek excellence
and drive innovation, while always giving more to our customers,
stakeholders and UAE society as a whole.
I hope this latest issue of AFAQ Magazine captures your interest
and remains your go-to source for company updates and employee
participation.
14th issue, 2017
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ADNOC Xpress:

A New Convenient Fuelling Concept
In January this year, Abu Dhabi city and its suburbs witnessed the launch of ADNOC Xpress
concept, the latest addition to ADNOC Distribution’s ever-expanding network of world-class
service stations and facilities. Featuring an oblong ground plan, the facility offers either Special
95 and E-Plus 91, or Super 98 and Special 95.
The Xpress stations are
designed to service the most
congested areas of Abu Dhabi
city and its suburbs through
an exclusive focus on petrol
fuelling services. ADNOC
Distribution carefully selected
the sites based on the results
of studies that examined the
demand for refuelling services
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in various locations within Abu
Dhabi city and its peripheral
areas.
The inauguration of ADNOC
Xpress took place at Al Maqta
station. The event was led by
Saeed Mubarak Al Rashdi,
Acting Chief Executive Officer
of ADNOC Distribution, in

the presence of members of
ADNOC Distribution’s senior
management and officials from
several government entities.
During the event, ADNOC
Distribution also announced the
opening of its second facility in
the ADNOC Xpress network,
the Al Shurooq station in Abu
Dhabi’s Shakhbout City.

cover story

Conceived in early August
2016, ADNOC Distribution
completed the design and
construction of the first two
ADNOC Xpress stations
within record time as part of a
phase one plan for a network
of 10 Xpress stations. The
rollout of the new stations
demonstrates ADNOC
Distribution’s commitment
to reducing overcrowding at
existing service stations and
making the refuelling process
easier and more convenient
for all.
Speaking at the inauguration
of the first two ADNOC
Xpress stations, Saeed
Mubarak Al Rashdi, Acting
Chief Executive Officer of
ADNOC Distribution, said:
“At ADNOC Distribution, we
are keen to ease the pressure
on our existing service station
network and offer motorists
more options to refuel their
vehicles as part of our efforts
to enhance our customers’
experience. Towards this end,
we have launched ADNOC
SMART and are opening
two new stations under the
ADNOC Xpress umbrella to
ensure that our customers
can take advantage of highquality refuelling services in
the shortest possible time. We
are confident that this new
concept will appeal to our
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customers and make the refuelling process easier and more
convenient for all.”

Closer to Customers like Never Before
Al Rashdi added: “At ADNOC Distribution, it is our priority to
bring our wide range of high-quality petroleum products and
complementary services closer to motorists in Abu Dhabi.
We always look for innovative new ways to make refuelling an
enjoyable and convenient experience for all our customers.
The launch of ADNOC Xpress epitomises our organisational
and operational values of flexibility, innovation, efficiency, and
customer service excellence.”
The initial ADNOC Xpress network now operational consists
of 10 stations on Abu Dhabi Island and mainland, including
two stations in Mohammed Bin Zayed City, two in Shakhbout
City and one station in each of the following locations: Khalifa
City, Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Street, King Abdullah Bin
Abdul Aziz Street, Sheikh Rashid Bin Saeed Street, Delma
Street, and Al Falah Street.

ADNOC Xpress: Towards New Horizons
Al Rashdi said: “We plan to open more ADNOC Xpress
facilities soon in new locations in Abu Dhabi and nationwide.
We are looking at locating these quick-stop services in
areas with space constraints that limit the operation of fullfledged service stations. This will enable us to cater to the
requirements of our customers in those areas that experience
rapid urbanisation and consequent population growth.”
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“ ADNOC
Distribution is
committed to
meeting the
growing demand
for our highquality products
and services from
our customers
across the
country. We seek
to achieve this
goal by realising
an ambitious
expansion plan
that involves the
opening of 25 new
service stations
and 10 ADNOC
Xpress stations
across the UAE in
2017”

Saeed Al Rashdi,
Acting CEO

It’s never been easier to stay fuelled up
with ADNOC Distribution.

ADNOC Distribution News

ADNOC Distribution Joins Hands with Ministry
of Interior in Road Safety Drive
‘The safer you are, the
happier they are’

As part of its efforts to enhance
public awareness about road
safety, ADNOC Distribution
joined hands with the Ministry
of Interior to support its road
safety campaign themed ‘The
safer you are, the happier they
are’.
Launched by the Ministry
of Interior as part of the
Government Accelerators
programme, the awareness
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drive aimed at a 21% reduction
of road fatalities on the
country’s four most dangerous
roads. The campaign supports
the directives of His Highness
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid
Al Maktoum, Vice President
and Prime Minister of the UAE
and Ruler of Dubai, ordering
the expansion of government
initiatives to achieve national
agenda targets for the
promotion of road safety.
As part of its participation in the
campaign, ADNOC Distribution

hosted various activities and
events designed to educate
motorists and road users
on different aspects of road
safety. It displayed awareness
messages at the entrances
of nine ADNOC Distribution
service stations serving the
four motorways targeted in the
campaign, including Abu Dhabi
– Al Sila’a Road, Abu Dhabi –
Al Ain Road, Maliha - Sharjah
Road, and Mohammed bin
Zayed Road (Umm Al Quwain –
Ras Al Khaimah).

ADNOC Distribution News

Saeed Mubarak Al Rashdi,
Acting Chief Executive Officer
of ADNOC Distribution,
said: “ADNOC Distribution’s
participation in this campaign
reflects our keenness to
protect the lives of road users
and their families through
promoting a culture of safety
and encouraging safe driving
habits. We are confident that
the campaign will enhance
the awareness of road users
about the importance of
reducing accidents in addition
to minimising the number of
deaths and injuries that occur
on our roads.”
Al Rashdi added: “This
commendable safety drive
highlights the importance
of adhering to traffic rules
and maintaining stipulated
speed limits in order to
prevent accidents and the
grave repercussions they can
have on both individuals and
families. We thank the Ministry
of Interior for its efforts in
creating safer roads through
launching purposeful initiatives
that improve safety and reduce
the number of accidents and
injuries.”
Government Accelerators:
Futuristic Mechanism of Work
Government Accelerators are
a futuristic work mechanism
based on the creation of
joint working teams from
the government, private and

academic sectors to ensure the
achievement of national agenda
targets and expedite the
execution of the government’s
strategic projects. Teams
engaged in this effort work
closely together under the
supervision of a select group
of trainers, supervisors and
global experts to fast-track the
implementation of strategic
government projects within a
short time span.
Serving as a platform for crosssectorial government work,
the Government Accelerators
programme focuses on four
key areas: National KPIs,
Policies, Projects, and Services.
To address challenges and
achieve ambitious goals within
a short period, Government
Accelerators will speed up the
implementation of projects
through leveraging global best
practices and innovations. By
doing so, they aim to ensure
excellence in government
work and achieve quick and
sustainable results.

motorists’ road awareness
and underpin the importance
of adhering to traffic laws and
regulations.
Re-affirming ADNOC
Distribution’s commitment to
the campaign, Saeed Mubarak
Al Rashdi, Acting Chief
Executive Officer of ADNOC
Distribution, said: “At ADNOC
Distribution, we take road and
public safety very seriously. As
we provide motorists across the
nation with fuel and products,
it’s our duty within our
corporate social responsibility
agenda to publicise safety rules
and regulations and encourage
our customers to abide by
these.”

‘Your life is more
important’

Fifteen of ADNOC Distribution
service stations across Abu
Dhabi and the northern region
participated in the ‘Your life
is more important’ campaign
launched by the Ministry of
Interior. The campaign aimed
to curb the use of mobile
devices whilst driving, increase

14th issue, 2017
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ADNOC Distribution Participates in World Future
Energy Summit 2017

ADNOC Distribution participated in the tenth edition of World Future Energy Summit 2017,
convened in Abu Dhabi in January under the umbrella of the ADNOC Group of companies. The
leading future energy event drew the participation of a wide range of industry specialists and
experts from both government and private sectors, in addition to representatives from more
than 600 companies from 32 countries worldwide.
The event gave the Natural Gas Division of ADNOC Distribution an opportunity to showcase
its pioneering expertise in natural gas distribution, marketing and conversion. The Division’s
work supports the vision of Abu Dhabi Government to develop the necessary infrastructure to
promote natural gas as a safe, cost-effective and eco-friendly fuel alternative for vehicles.
12
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Visiting ADNOC Group pavilion
at WFES, Saeed Mubarak Al
Rashdi, Acting Chief Executive
Officer of ADNOC Distribution,
said: that ADNOC Distribution
has a well-developed
infrastructure for the supply of
natural gas for vehicles across
the Abu Dhabi emirate. The
company is also promoting
the widespread use of this
clean fuel to meet the current
and future needs of different
sectors in line with the highest
international standards. The
conversion process takes four

hours and does not require
any engine modification. Both
NGV and petrol are stored in
separate tanks.
ADNOC Distribution currently
operates 21 stations offering
NGV in Abu Dhabi; this number
is planned to be increased
to 34 stations during 2017.
Additionally, the company
also operates NGV conversion
centres at its service station
in Abu Dhabi and Al Ain using
best-in-class conversion
equipment.

“ At ADNOC
Distribution, we
attach the utmost
importance to
the preservation
of environment
and minimising
pollution.
Natural Gas for
Vehicles (NGV)
is a promising
alternative
that could
significantly
reduce pollution
and avoid
harmful CO2
emissions into
our atmosphere.”

Saeed Al Rashdi,
Acting CEO

14th issue, 2017
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Human Resources Division Launches
Internal Initiatives
The New Human Capital Policies

In accordance with ADNOC’s introduction
of standard New Human Capital Policies,
Human
Resources
Division
(HRD)
communicated the new policies through
awareness sessions in several company
locations that were very well attended by
company employees. Designed to create
the maximum visibility, transparency,
consistency
and
fairness
among
employees, the new policies will ensure
that Group companies become more
efficient, performance-driven and more
competitive,
14

As per ADNOC’s format for
communicating the new policies within
Group companies, a presentation
explaining the new approach was
shown by HRD to employees during
the awareness sessions. Employees
were provided with information and
were also given the opportunity to
raise questions.
In view of the success of the initiative,
HRD’s commitment to communicate
the new Human Capital policies
through awareness sessions shall
continue to reach employee.

ADNOC Distribution News

ADNOC Distribution Launches Happiness and Positivity
Committee
In its efforts to boost employees’ happiness, creativity and productivity through creating a healthy
and vibrant work environment, ADNOC Distribution recently set up a happiness and positivity
committee. Following a meeting with Saeed Mubarak Al Rashdi, Acting Chief Executive Officer
of ADNOC Distribution, the committee started the implementation of its plans and programmes.
The committee articulates the commitment of DNOC Distribution’s senior management to
investing in human capital as the company’s most valuable asset.
The committee is tasked with developing action plans for all proposed activities that promote
happiness and positivity, evaluating ADNOC Distribution’s existing activities in this direction,
and ensuring their continued effectiveness for employees. The committee will also identify key
performance indicators to measure the effectiveness and level of happiness and positivity among
ADNOC Distribution staff.
The committee will hold regular brainstorming sessions in which highly trained specialists in the area of
organisational happiness are invited to discuss the methodological and scientific aspects of achieving
happiness and positivity in the workplace. The committee will also implement an operational plan in
the second quarter of this year to enhance the happiness of employees at ADNOC Distribution and
increase their loyalty and commitment to the company.

14th issue, 2017
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ADNOC Distribution Celebrates Remarkable Sporting Achievements

Karate Team Delivers Outstanding Performance
in 2016/2017 Season
Adding another feather to the cap of its achievements, ADNOC Distribution Karate Team
delivered outstanding performances in a number of local tournaments during the 2016/2017
season that due to run until May. The team won a total of 25 medals, including six gold medals,
3 silver medals and 16 bronze medals.
The team’s most outstanding
achievements so far this year
has been attaining second
place behind Al Ahli club
in the UAE Open Karate
Championship for Singles (10
to 13), held at Dhaid Club in
Sharjah. The team notched up
three golds and three bronzes
in a tournament that attracted
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the participation of 309 players
from 25 clubs from across the
UAE.

saw 23 teams representing
various clubs and centres from
across the UAE competing.

In the UAE Open
Championship, hosted by Al
Wasl Club in Dubai, the team
won nine medals - one gold
medal, one silver and seven
bronze medals. The tournament

Saeed Mubarak Al Rashdi,
Acting Chief Executive Officer
of ADNOC Distribution, said:
“We are proud of our young
champions’ achievements
during the current season.

ADNOC Distribution News

None of these successes would
have been possible without
the firm determination and
commitment of every single team
member, especially given the stiff
competition they faced from other
participating teams.”
Al Rashdi added: “With several
gifted athletes among our
employees, ADNOC Distribution is
keen to provide all forms of support
to our employees and their children
through creating an enabling
environment that helps them deliver
more outstanding results at the
national level. This will enhance the
company’s reputation as a national
enterprise that promotes sports
and healthy lifestyles.”
ADNOC Distribution Karate team
consists of 50 athletes representing
the children of company employees
from various age groups. The
company also hosts training
sessions for its young athletes
to enable them to compete at
various local tournaments. Training
sessions are run by the coach
Abdul Qadir under the supervision
of the international referee
Mohamed Azazi from the UAE
Karate Federation.
Nine players from the ADNOC
Distribution Karate team
successfully qualified in black
belt examinations held recently
at Al Wasl club in Dubai, after
they demonstrated their skills
and techniques before a panel of
examiners.

14th issue, 2017
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Retail Sales Division Receives Bapco Delegation
As part of its efforts to strengthen collaboration and share expertise with like-minded organisations,
the Retail Sales Division at ADNOC Distribution received a delegation from the Bahrain Petroleum
Company (Bapco). During the visit, both sides discussed a number of issues relating to business
development and operations.
The Bapco delegation outlined
the company’s current projects
in Bahrain and its advanced
research efforts in the oil and
gas industry. The delegation
also shared statistical
information and expertise
built through regional and
international visits, including an
especially productive visit to the
United States of America.
ADNOC Distribution
representatives presented
an overview of the company,
its key business activities,
and advanced technologies
applied to the distribution
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and marketing of both
traditional and eco-friendly
fuels. The Bapco delegation
was also briefed on ADNOC
Distribution’s smart systems,
which are designed to enhance
the customer experience and
reduce the time required for
service delivery, along with
the company’s latest projects
including the new ADNOC
Xpress network of convenient
fuelling stations.
The Bahraini delegation also
toured a number of ADNOC
Distribution service stations
accompanied by ADNOC

Distribution officials. The Bapco
representatives applauded
ADNOC Distribution’s
pioneering expertise and
application of advanced
technologies to the operation of
service stations and provision
of high quality products and
services.
At the end of the visit, both
sides stressed the importance
of exchanging further visits
in order to benefit from each
other’s expertise in various
fields.
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ADNOC Distribution Launches Pilot Project to
Use Hydrogen as Multimodal Transportation
Fuel
ADNOC Distribution is currently holding a series of meetings with several key players in the
energy and transport sectors to discuss its pilot project using hydrogen as an alternative fuel in
multimodal transportation. This project will pave the way for the preparation of a comprehensive
feasibility study on the practical application of this alternative fuel.

Using hydrogen as an alternative fuel for transportation will both broaden the range of solutions
offered by ADNOC Distribution in the area of clean energy and strengthen its leading position in
the adoption of environmentally-friendly practices regionally and globally.
With this priority in mind, ADNOC Distribution’s Natural Gas Division recently hosted a highlevel meeting at the company’s headquarters in Abu Dhabi. Chaired by Saeed Mubarak Al
Rashdi, Acting Chief Executive Officer of ADNOC Distribution, the meeting was attended by key
representatives from Masdar, Al Futtaim Motors and Air Liquide.
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ADNOC Distribution
Participates in ‘Longer
Distance with Less Fuel’
Campaign
ADNOC Distribution is supporting the ‘Longer
Distance with Less Fuel’ campaign launched
by the Emirates Standardisation and Metrology
Authority (ESMA) in a bid to raise awareness
of the benefits of fuel efficiency labels for
owners of light vehicles. Launched by ESMA
in cooperation with other GCC standardisation
authorities, the campaign highlights updates
to Gulf technical specifications for vehicles, as
well as special requirements for fuel efficiency,
the reduction of harmful emissions, and the
preservation of natural resources.
The labels contain information indicating the
classification of the vehicle in terms of fuel
efficiency. The classification ranges from
‘Excellent’ for vehicles with high fuel-efficiency
to ‘Very Poor’ for the least efficient. By providing
information about distance travelled per litre, the
label enables motorists to determine their fuelling
options based on fuel-efficiency.

w
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ADNOC Distribution
Opens Motor World Vehicle
Inspection Centre in
Al Shamkha, Abu Dhabi

ADNOC Distribution opened its Vehicle Inspection Centre
(VIC) (Salama) for light vehicles within the Motor World
service station located in the Al Shamkha area in Abu
Dhabi. This latest facility takes the total number of ADNOC
Distribution Vehicle Inspection Centres in the emirate of
Abu Dhabi to 21, a total which comprises eight centres
in Abu Dhabi city and its suburban areas, six centres in Al
Ain, and seven centres in the Western Region.
22
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The opening ceremony was
attended by Saeed Mubarak Al
Rashdi, Acting Chief Executive
Officer of ADNOC Distribution,
Brigadier Ali Khalfan Al-Dhaheri,
Director-General of Central
Operations at the Abu Dhabi
Police (ADP), and a number of
ADNOC Distribution and ADP
officials.
Saeed Mubarak Al Rashdi,
Acting Chief Executive Officer
of ADNOC Distribution, said:
“The opening of Motor World
vehicle inspection centre aligns
with our ambitious expansion
plan to meet the requirements
of our customers across the
UAE. With this new facility, we
are responding to the growing
demand for convenient vehicle
inspection and registration
services in a prime location that
also includes Motor World, the
dedicated market for buying
and selling used cars in the city
of Abu Dhabi.”
He added: “We have fitted
out the VIC with state-of-theart inspection equipment to
ensure the highest inspection
standards and exceed
customer expectations. The
entire inspection process
offered at the new facility will
take no longer than eight
minutes. “
Al Rashdi also revealed plans

to integrate vehicle inspection
services within the company’s
mobile application in order
to offer its customers more
streamlined access. This
combination of services
and application will enable
motorists to prepay inspection
fees, request re-inspection,
review payment history, and
make advance bookings for
inspections.
Brigadier Ali Khalfan Al-Dhaheri,
Director-General of Central
Operations at the Abu Dhabi
Police (ADP), stressed the
importance attached by ADP
to the delivery of best-in-class
vehicle inspection services in
line with the highest quality and
technical standards through
its strategic partnership with
ADNOC Distribution.
The new facility provides
inspection for light vehicles, as
well as licensing and registration
services for customers through

an Abu Dhabi Police Vehicle
Licensing Section office
located within the premises.
The VIC also incorporates
branches of selected car
insurance companies. ADNOC
Distribution is also set to open
a car care workshop in the
Motor World service station
to complement the VIC by
providing customers with
vehicle maintenance services.
On the occasion of the new VIC
opening, ADNOC Distribution
reiterated its commitment
to developing the capacities
of VIC personnel in line with
latest testing standards and
requirements. The ADNOC
Distribution VIC network
currently employs more
than 100 Emiratis in various
administrative, supervisory, and
technical positions – making
up over 50 per cent of its total
workforce.
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ADNOC Distribution Wraps Up its ‘Oasis of
Surprises’ Promotional Campaign
ADNOC Distribution announced the successful completion of its ‘Oasis of Surprises’ promotional
campaign by hosting the second and final draw that gave away 175 prizes including the
campaign’s grand prizes - two brand new BMW 318i cars, two LG 65-inch UHD TV sets and
one Etihad Holidays luxury package to Seychelles for two people.
24
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Launched in early December
2016, the Oasis of Surprises
campaign was set to distribute
a total of 295 prizes worth
AED1 million to ADNOC Oasis
convenience stores customers.
Other prizes included 150
Etihad Airways travel vouchers,
150 vouchers from Etihad
Holidays, 10 gold bars, and 10
iPhone 7 smart devices.
The draw for customers based
in Abu Dhabi, Al Ain and the
Western Region took place
at ADNOC Distribution’s Abu
Dhabi Corniche service station;
the draw for customers based

in Ras Al Khaimah, Fujairah,
Ajman and Umm Al Quwain
was held at Ras Al Khaimah’s
Al Bawaba – 2 service station.
Representatives of the
Departments of Economic
Development in Abu Dhabi and
Ras Al Khaimah supervised the
raffle draws.
As part of a campaign that
generated an overwhelming
response from ADNOC
Distribution’s customers,
shoppers spending a minimum
of AED25 at ADNOC Oasis
convenience stores across the

country received raffle coupons.
The ‘Oasis of Surprises’
campaign’s partners included
Etihad Airways, Etihad Holidays,
Agthia Group PJSC, Nescafé
Alegria, Al Sorour Bakeries,
Galaxy and ADMMI’s Mister
Potato.
The first phase of the campaign
awarded 100 Etihad Airways
travel vouchers, 100 vouchers
from Etihad Holidays, 10 iPhone
7 smart devices and 10 gold
bars weighing 20 grams to 120
lucky winners.
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UNDER SPOTLIGHT

Rashid Al Dhaheri

The UAE’s First Junior Karting
Champion, Nicknamed

‘Little Alonso’

Social responsibility is as an important pillar of ADNOC
Distribution’s business philosophy. The company’s annual
event calendar features several CSR activities and events,
ranging from sports and youth activities to education,
health and other areas. The company also attaches high
importance to supporting sports and gifted little champions
who are set to play a major role in shaping the country’s
sporting future. One of the success stories benefiting from
ADNOC Distribution’s sponsorship is Rashid Al Dhaheri, the
highly talented junior UAE karting champion who has been
nicknamed ‘Little Alonso’ in recognition of his ability and
international success. AFAQ Magazine met with the 8 yearold Al Dhaheri, who has already won several titles, trophies
and medals both locally and internationally.
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When did you start
practicing karting?

I started practicing karting
from the age of four in the
city of Al Ain. I was trained
to participate in this type
of racing and I won many
championships, including a
race in Italy that made me
the first Emirati child to win a
karting competition in Italy.

How many races and
championships did you
participate in? How many
medals have you won so
far?
I have participated in 23 races
locally and internationally and
won eight championship titles.
I mounted the podium 14
times and won a total of 23
medals.

What is your opinion
about the Italian karting
championships?

Italy is one of the best places
for karting training and races.
Italian karting races witness
tough competition due to the
large number of racers and
constantly changing weather
conditions, especially heavy
rain compared to the races
held here in the UAE.
How do you balance between
your studies and karting?
By Allah’s grace, and with the
help of my parents, I am able

to divide my time between
studying and training. I spend
an average 140 hours on
training every month.

Who is your role model
in karting?

I love the Formula One racing
driver and a double World
Champion Fernando Alonso.

What have you learned
from this sport?

I learned a lot from karting,
such as the need to work
hard and never give up in
the pursuit of success. More
importantly, I learned flexibility
and adaptability to changing
circumstances.

What are your latest
achievements in karting?
I won the prestigious
Mohammed Bin Rashid Al
Maktoum Creative Sports
Award in ‘Local Young
Athlete’ category. This
year, I have moved to 8-12
age group and joined the
‘Babyrace’ team, one of the

most famous junior karting
teams in the world. The
team is currently developing
programmes to prepare junior
karting drivers to compete in
the GP3 race.

What are the challenges
that you face now?

The challenge is to continue
my training and selfdevelopment to reach my
goal of achieving many more
medals and championship
titles in karting.

What is your ambition?
My ambition is to elevate
the name of the UAE, and
represent my country in all
karting forums.

Is there a final word you
would like to share with
ADNOC Distribution?

I am grateful to ADNOC
Distribution for its continued
support and faith in my
abilities and for helping me
reach my goal of elevating the
name of the UAE.

Rashid’s achievements have drawn admiration from his
mentors. Sandro Lorand, coach and technical supervisor
of Rashid’s racing participation in Italy and the Founder of
Babyrace, said: “I first heard about Rashid’s talent in karting
a year ago. Although he is very young now, my goal is to
help him reach Formula 1. Given his talent and passion for
this sport, I am confident that he can become a Formula 1
driver within 10 years. I thank ADNOC Distribution for its
support for Rashid, as well as its ongoing efforts to support
talented children.”
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Expansion projects

ADNOC Distribution
Enhances Services at
Officers City Service
Station in Abu Dhabi
ADNOC Distribution has commenced a
project to enhance the quality of services
and products offered at its Officers City
service station, located on Al Khaleej Al
Arabi Street in Abu Dhabi.
Designed to meet growing demand for
fuelling services at the service station, the
enhancement project will increase the number
of dispensers available for customers. Two
dispensers currently offering Green Diesel will
be replaced with four dispensers that provide
Green Diesel and E-Plus 91, Special 95, and
Super 98 fuels. During the implementation
period, the service station will continue to
offer all varieties of fuel except Green Diesel.
From its convenient location, the Officers City
service station caters to the needs of vehicle
owners using one of Abu Dhabi’s arterial
roads, as well as communities adjoining
Officers City.
Saeed Mubarak Al Rashdi, Acting Chief
Executive Officer of ADNOC Distribution,
said: “The enhancement of the Officers City
service station is based on regular market
studies carried out by ADNOC Distribution
that examine the nature of demand for our
products and services across our service
station network. We analyse the findings of
such studies to inform our continual expansion
of our facilities and introduction of new
services to exceed customer expectations.”
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ADNOC Distribution
Expands its Presence in
Bani Yas, Abu Dhabi
As part of its ongoing expansion strategy aimed
at keeping pace with the UAE’s rapid urban
and economic growth, ADNOC Distribution
recently announced the opening of Al Dar
service station, located near Bawabat Al
Sharq Mall and Bani Yas Football Club, and
Al Wathba North service station located on
the Al Ain – Abu Dhabi road near Al Wathba
Wedding Hall.

Expansion projects

Al Dar service station:
Open 24x7, Al Dar service
station features four islands
with nine dispensers, offering
E-Plus 91, Special 95, Super
98 and Green Diesel fuels.
ADNOC Distribution is also set
to fit out the service station with
natural gas for vehicles (NGV)
facilities.
Featuring modern facilities,
Al Dar service station offers
customers integrated services
including automatic car wash,
an ADNOC Oasis convenience
store for their retail needs, and
an LPG cylinders depot. The
service station is also set to
add an ATM machine, fast food

outlet and car repair workshop
in the near future.

while carefully considering the
requirements of each region.”

Saeed Mubarak Al Rashdi,
Acting Chief Executive Officer
of ADNOC Distribution,
said: “The opening of Al Dar
service station reiterates our
commitment to meeting the
dynamic requirements of our
customers by bringing our high
quality services to all parts of
the country, particularly areas
that are densely populated.
At ADNOC Distribution, we
pursue an ambitious expansion
strategy that focuses on the
modernisation of our service
station network across the
length and breadth of the UAE,

Al Wathba North service
station:
Operating round-the-clock, the
service station features three
islands with nine dispensers
offering E-Plus 91, Special
95, and Super 98 fuels. The
station features a wide range of
modern facilities and integrated
services including oil change,
an LPG cylinder depot and an
ADNOC Oasis convenience
store. In the future, it will also
include an ATM machine and a
fast food outlet.
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Expansion projects

Two New Service Stations Opened
in Western Region
The total number of ADNOC Distribution service stations in the Western Region of Abu
Dhabi ADNOC has increased to 36 stations with the opening of new Al Rgayyb service
station, located on the Ghayathi-Ruwais Road in the Western Region of Abu Dhabi, and
Al Mirfa City service station, which is located next to the building of Western Region
Municipality’s Cities and Suburbs Services Sector and Al Mirfa bus station.

Al Rgayyb
service station
Operating round-the-clock,
the service station features
six islands with 10 dispensers
offering E-Plus 91, Special 95,
and Super 98 fuels, as well as
Green Diesel. Work is underway
to equip the station with natural
gas for vehicles (NGV) facilities.
The station offers a wide
range of modern facilities and
integrated services including oil
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change, an LPG cylinder depot,
a mosque, an ADNOC Oasis
convenience store, a bakery,
and an automatic payment
machine for convenient
payment of utility bills. In the
future, it will also include an
ATM machine and a fast food
outlet.

Al Marfa City
service station
Operating round-the-clock,
the service station features 5
islands with 9 dispensers. It

offers E-Plus 91, Special 95,
Super 98 fuels, and Green
Diesel with capacity to serve 18
vehicles simultaneously.
The station offers a wide range
of facilities and integrated
services including oil change,
automatic car wash, an ADNOC
Oasis convenience store and
an LPG cylinder depot. In the
future, it will also add an ATM
machine, a fast food outlet and
natural gas for vehicles (NGV)
facilities.

Expansion projects

ADNOC Distribution Expands its Marine Service
Station Network

ADNOC Distribution recently expanded its marine service station network by opening
Ghalila marine service station located near the Ghalila Fishermen Association in Ras Al
Khaimah, and Taweela marine service station located near the new fishermen’s harbour
in Taweela, Abu Dhabi.
Ghalila
marine service station
Serving fishermen, boat
owners, and motorists, Ghalila
marine service station features
two inland islands and one
marine island. It is fitted out
with three pumps offering the
fuel varieties of E-Plus 91,
Special 95, and Green Diesel.
In addition to 24x7 fuelling
services, Ghalila marine service
station features a wide range
of modern facilities to ensure
convenience and quality
services to boat owners and
motorists, including an ADNOC
Oasis convenience store and a
number of shops for lease.
Saeed Mubarak Al Rashdi,
Acting Chief Executive Officer

of ADNOC Distribution, said:
“Ghalila marine service station
is part of a new range of
service stations that offers both
marine and inland services.
Our network now comprises
three such facilities across the
country, enabling us to provide
services to a greater number
of customers in areas where
demand from boat owners and
motorists is rapidly increasing.”

Taweela
marine service station
ADNOC Distribution also
opened Taweela marine service
station located near the new
fishermen’s harbour in Taweela,
Abu Dhabi. Featuring one island
with one dispenser, the facility
caters to the requirements of

fishermen and boat owners
offering Special 95 and Green
Diesel from 6am to 10pm.
Al Rashdi added: “The opening
of these marine facilities
demonstrates our commitment
to catering to the specific
requirements of our customers,
including fishermen and boat
owners. We seek to achieve
this goal through expanding our
marine service station network
in tandem with the rapid
population and urban growth
witnessed by the UAE.”
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A day in an employee life

Obaid Mohamed Al Zaabi
Electrical Maintenance Team Manager

Where did you work before
joining ADNOC Distribution?
I worked at Advanced
Integrated Systems as an
assistant electrical engineer,
presently known as Etimad.
In a nutshell, what does
working for ADNOC
Distribution mean to you?
Working at ADNOC Distribution
has given me a chance to
advance in my career path
in many ways by improving
my knowledge of state-ofthe-art technical equipment
while maintaining international
standards and respecting
engineering ethics.
What are your daily tasks?
Together with my team,
we work on annual
schedules, projections and
troubleshooting. My daily
schedule involves carrying
out preventive and corrective
maintenance on electrical and
aviation fuelling equipment and
instrumentation, while ensuring
flawless operations around the
clock. I always try my best to
keep up-to-date with the latest
technology in the market and
assist the aviation operation
team to achieve their tasks
with minimum effort without
compromising on safety.
At the moment I am working
on new aviation fuel depot
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projects: I take care of the
electrical and instrumentation
aspects, followed by a HAZOP
study, SIL study, as well as
Operation logic philosophy. My
job makes me feel that I am
building my own technology
world, as I get the chance to
bring it to life by the end of each
project.
Tell us about a special day in
your work life?
Every day at work is special to
me, as I always learn something
new, whether in the field of
technology or management.
Supporting my team and
seeing them build, understand
and develop their interest in
technology makes me proud
and motivates me to start a
new day. When my team and
I have differing opinions on a
specific topic, we meet and
brainstorm until we all agree
upon implementing the most
efficient solution.
Do you think this job will
help you achieve your
ambitions?
Yes, I’m sure it will, as most
of what I do on a daily basis
actually started as a hobby.
I have been interested in
technology since high school,
and all the hands-on practice
I gained helped me find
employment in this field. Now
that it is my job, I enjoy making

a living from it. After all, it’s
what I do best.
What is the funniest
situation you have been in at
work?
Once when I was a new joiner,
I learnt the hard way about the
importance of punctuality. I
was taking it easy and came to
work a few minutes late, so my
superiors deducted an amount
from my salary to show me
the value of time, saying: “The
money you lost by deduction
can be earned back, but the
time you lost being late will
never come back.” We had a
good laugh about it, but that
was one lesson I will never
forget. That day I understood
that I would never be on time
unless I arrive ahead of time.
Tell us about your hobbies.
I enjoy reading science
and history books, as well
as understanding modern
technology at a developer level.
Whether consumer-related
or industrial, both seem to
have production methods and
integration with daily life in
common.
I am also quite an active person
and fitness plays a big role in
my life. As they say: “Healthy
body, healthy mind.”
What are your future
plans and aspirations for

developing and enhancing
your career at ADNOC
Distribution?
The future is a reflection of the
past. In other words, I am sure
that I will never stop learning
and growing. I would like to
continue working at ADNOC
Distribution, building on what
I have achieved so far and
playing a part of the company’s
bright future. I can well imagine
taking the company to a
futuristic state of technology or
helping it to utilise resources
more efficiently. Thanks to the
expertise and professionalism
across ADNOC Distribution, I
know I can advance my career
here.
Who would you thank for
your success?
I would like to thank Mr Mohamed
Salam Al Amri (AMDM), who
taught me how to deal with
working under pressure and
improve my managerial skills
and teamwork. Other people
who deserve my thanks are Mr
Mohammed Qamber Al Ansari
(VP-AVOD) for teaching me to
respect the value of time and Mr
Nasser Ali Al Hammadi (SVP-CSG)
for providing me with priceless
opportunities to develop my
knowledge throughout my career
in order to reach the level I am at
today.
My company made me who I am
today – a hardworking, efficient
employee serving my country
and community with loyalty and
devotion.
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Your Health… Your Choice!

Chemistry
of Feelings
Some may think that an individual’s feelings, like joy, sadness,
hatred, excitement, worry, peace of mind, etc., are a result
of passing mood fluctuations. However, scientific evidence
shows that human feelings come about as a result of the
human body’s interaction to different states by producing
chemical compounds called hormones, which help us
preserve psychological and physical balance and overcome
life-threatening situations.

By: Dr. Salma Al Hosani
Medical Advisor
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Hormones are
produced in small
amounts according
to the body’s need
through special cells
in the glands. They
play a vital role in
preparing the body
to deal with the
outer environment,
in addition to their
key role in organising
vital processes in
the living organism.
Every hormone has a
special function, such
as organising growth
and metabolism
processes,
maintain blood
pressure, regulating
sugar levels,
and developing
masculinity or
femininity. The
pituitary gland is
the main gland that
controls the functions
of the other glands.
Just as the human
body regulates
the production of
these hormones
depending on
external conditions,
the body’s internal
chemistry can be
relatively controlled
to help an individual
recover from
sadness, depression,
and stress. Now let

Your Health… Your Choice!

us explore together the most
important hormones that make
up an individual’s daily mood
and how these hormones can
be produced:
Oxytocin
(Love Hormone)
This hormone is responsible
for enhancing human social
relations, such as the relation
between a mother and her baby
during breastfeeding, intimate
relationships and friendships,
and even relations with animals.
It also plays a key role in the
birth process by helping to
produce contractions in the
womb’s muscles. It activates
cells that produce milk during
breastfeeding by stimulating the
production of Prolactin (the milk
hormone). It has been noticed
that an increase in Oxytocin
raises an individual’s sense
of trusting others, decreases
social fears, raises self-esteem,
and increases dialogue and
understanding among spouses.
How do you get an Oxytocin
dose?
Hugging helps produce a
significant amount of Oxytocin
in difficult times. Skin-toskin interactions also help in
producing the hormone, such
as when a mother touches and
cuddles her baby, as well as
cuddling pets. Spending time
with loved ones and helping
others during crises also give
a good dose of this hormone

to help improve an individual’s
mood.
Serotonin
(Happiness Hormone)
Serotonin plays a vital role
in improving an individual’s
mood and his/her feelings of
happiness, comfort, peace of
mind, and fatigue resistance.
A lack of this hormone is
directly related to depression
and weight increase. The
hormone regulates appetite and
sleep, and has some cognitive
functions like memory and
learning.
Serotonin can be produced
through sunlight exposure,
physical practice, good
sleep, and eating sugars
and carbohydrates. Some
food items are also rich in
Serotonin, such as walnuts,
pineapples, plums, tomatoes,
and cocoa. Feeling important
and valued helps in increasing
this hormone. So, enjoy
your time, feel proud of your
achievements, and be grateful
for having a positive impact on
others’ lives.
Endorphin
(Pain Reliever)
Endorphin is one of the most
important pain relievers
naturally produced by the
human body. The hormone acts
just like pain relief medicines,
such as Morphine and Codeine,
but it is naturally produced

by the human body and does
not run the risk of addiction
as in chemically produced
medicines.
The body produces this
hormone to help soothe pain
and increase the body’s ability
to endure and boost its immune
system. Physical exercises
that last more than 20 minutes
stimulate the production of
Endorphin and enhances a
feeling of happiness related to
physical practice.
How do you stimulate your
body to produce Endorphin?
Physical exercise, deep sleep,
and relaxation increase this
hormone’s levels in the blood.
Therefore, practicing yoga is
recommended since it helps to
get rid of stress. In addition, the
feelings of comfort from a wellperformed prayer are a result
of an increase in this hormone.
Crying as well as laughing help
the body stimulate Endorphin
and relieve the body from
stress.
In the upcoming edition of
AFAQ Magazine, I will highlight
another set of hormones that I
hope will have a positive impact
on your lives.
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Photo caption

ADNOC Distribution and
the Japanese Cosmo Oil Co.
Discuss Joint Cooperation.
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Photo caption

Honouring ADNOC Distribution as the
‘Strategic Partner’ of The General Directorate
of Civil Defense, Abu Dhabi
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Photo caption

Members of ADNOC Distribution Sr.
Management Team Meet with HighLevel American Delegates to Discuss Joint
Cooperation Options
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Photo caption

ADNOC Distribution Senior Management
Representatives Meet with ADNOC C-store
Female Shift Supervisors, in Order to Enhance
Communications with Employees.
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Photo caption

Acting CEO receives the grand-prises winners of
Oasis of Surprises promotional camping
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Photo caption

ADNOC Distribution
Participates in Zayed Heritage
Festival 2017
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Health, Safety, Security and Environment

ADNOC Distribution Service Stations Integrated
with Abu Dhabi Civil Defence
First-of-its-kind Project to Reduce Emergency Response Time

The General Directorate of Civil Defence Abu Dhabi (ADCD) and ADNOC Distribution have
recently completed the integration of the ADNOC Distribution service station network
and the ADCD operations system in a bid to improve safety standards. The move will
help prevent loss of life and damage to property by reducing response times in case of
emergencies.
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The state-of-the-art system allows the
ADCD central operations team to access
the security cameras installed at the
service stations, communicate directly with
the personnel, and provide guidance until
civil defence units arrive to deal with an
incident.
Saeed Mubarak Al Rashdi, Acting Chief
Executive Officer of ADNOC Distribution,
said: “In view of the latest developments in
the areas of personal and property safety,
our collaboration with ADCD assumes
special significance. Through linking our
systems, we have greatly enhanced HSE
readiness across ADNOC Distribution’s
countrywide service station network. Our
top priority is to ensure the safety of our
facilities through continued collaboration
between ADNOC Distribution and the
concerned entities in the country.”
Lieutenant Colonel Mohammed Abdul
Jalil Al Ansari, Director General of ADCD,
said: “Marking a first-of-its-kind initiative in
the UAE, the newly implemented system
enables service station personnel to report
any incidents of fire or other emergencies
to ADCD at the touch of a button. The
streamlined response process allows our
central operations room to determine the
exact location and deploy civil defence
teams immediately.”
The integration between ADCD and
ADNOC Distribution service stations is a
result of the continued coordination and
tireless efforts of both parties. The system
was developed based on the findings of
an extensive study of emergency response
time and underwent comprehensive
tests for effectiveness in dealing with
emergencies while minimising losses.
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National Initiatives

Dukkan Lawwal

An Attempt to Revive Old Memories
Alya Al Shamsi, ADNOC Oasis Shift Supervisor at Al Kharis service station in
Al Ain, launched a new venture called ‘Dukkan Lawwal’, a dedicated corner
at the convenience store showcasing old generation products and sweets.
The venture is aligned with ADNOC Distribution’s efforts to promote continued
development and innovation and turn the creative ideas and suggestions of its
employees into reality.
The initiative is designed to allow shoppers to enjoy
old products that evoke their childhood memories in
an innovative way.
Commenting on her initiative, Al Shamsi said: “The
response from our visitors to the idea of ‘Dukkan
Lawwal’ has been overwhelming and their reaction
has been very positive. We have seen a strong
increase in sales and demand for our products is
growing from all segments of society - young and
old. As a result, our stock ran out very quickly and
we need to continue filling the shelves to make sure
our customers can find these popular products. “
Al Shamsi added: “At the beginning, I did not
expect to receive such great support from ADNOC
Distribution management and its officials. Their help
has encouraged me to complete this project, and
we are currently working on its expansion to all
service stations due to the initiative’s great success
and positive visitor response.”
Al Shamsi also urged those of her colleagues who
have creative ideas to come forward and turn them
into reality with perseverance and determination.
One should not underestimate the potential of
these ideas, however small they may be, because
they might play a significant role in the company’s
success. “The success of the company lies in the
success of its employees.”
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Zahra Hussain Sajwani

An Active Contributor to Sharing Knowledge and
Information Through ADNOC++ Interactive Platform
Zahra Hussain Sajwani, Senior Specialist, Corporate Development, Strategy and Risk Management
Division at ADNOC Distribution, suggested an idea for the ADNOC++ interactive platform to
share cross-department knowledge and information among ADNOC Group employees. The
suggestion received an overwhelming positive response from ADNOC ++ management, who
approved the idea and started its implementation at ADNOC Group.
The idea covers two aspects. The first involves the formation
of committees at various divisions such as human resources,
strategic planning, information technology, communications
and marketing in order to develop dedicated gateways to ask
and answer questions and debate on various topics among
employees. The second aspect facilitates the movement of
staff among ADNOC Group companies for the purpose of
training and development, which would eventually contribute
to the transfer of knowledge and information among the
ADNOC Group of companies.
Commenting on the initiative, Zahra said: “Access to
information and knowledge is key to achieving individual
goals. My idea plays an important role in promoting improved
communication and collaboration among ADNOC Group
employees and motivating them to open up to other business
environments and disciplines through knowledge and
information sharing. More importantly, the idea promotes
teamwork, which will eventually increases our profitability and
operational efficiency.”
Zahra also pointed out that strengthening the process and
mechanism of knowledge sharing among ADNOC Group
employees will support its talent management programmess
and encourage employees to continuously develop and
improve their skills. This will be achieved through increased
employee participation and involvement at different levels.
ADNOC launched its interactive platform ADNOC ++ recently
to allow its employees to share ideas and information across
ADNOC Group of companies. In launching this platform, the
company seeks to enhance communication, collaboration and
exchange of ideas among employees, while contributing to
the continued development and transformation of the group
through enabling institutional intelligence.
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ADNOC Distribution SMART
solution has been introduced
in line with the UAE’s vision
to shape smart governments
and smart cities. The initiative
marks an important milestone in
providing:

Technology Oasis by:

Ali Abdul Aziz Al Ali
Vice President, Information
Technology Division

Shaping the Future
Dears, let me welcome you all to this technology oasis and
allow me to share with you our company’s latest technology
news. In this edition, I will try to elaborate more and give you a
real case study of the implementation in ADNOC Distribution of
a project related to Retail Business / Service Station operations
in a dynamic and fast changing world. The implementation
(solution) is the final result of a combination/integration of
different advanced technologies such as real time transactions
using RFID (Radio Frequency ID), instant communications, up
to date reports, and business continuity strategy under the
name of SMART solution.
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1. Ease of operations in service
stations, including fuelling
time
2. Efficiency/optimisation of
our back-end systems.
3. Innovative services to meet
customers’ experience/
expectations
4. Up to date reports for better
& faster decisions.
5. And, finally, adding values
to the ongoing expansion
plans.
This SMART solution aims
to ease the traffic in service
stations, as well as provide
seamless secure payment
processes following best
industry standards, in addition
to a comprehensive and priority
coverage of Health, Safety,
Security and Environment
Measures.
What is SMART Solution?
In simple terms, SMART
Solution represents the overall
enhancement of ADNOC
Distribution Retail Operations
through adapting best
Operation Technology solutions
such as:
• DIPT (Dispenser Integrated
Payment Terminal) for

Information Technology

•
•
•

•

non-cash payment such as
ADNOC+ contactless card,
Emirates ID and bank cards.
OPT (Outdoor Payment
Terminal) optional feature for
cash acceptance
RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification) technology for
vehicles
Web Portal and Mobile App
for customers enabling
them to manage customer
accounts and transactions
using mobile devices and
tablets.
State of the art network/
communication architecture
between services stations,
head office and disaster
recovery site.

What is ADNOC Wallet?
ADNOC Wallet is a flexible,
powerful, personalised online
wallet enabling every single
ADNOC Distribution retail
customer to centrally manage
and control Fuel / Non-Fuel
purchases while at the same
time providing easy and secure
payment options at the service
stations via SMART (RFID)
Tags, Emirates ID, ADNOC+
and Mobile App.
In addition to the above,
ADNOC Wallet will in the future
provide the flexibility needed
by customers to provide
new innovative services,
loyalty schemes and digital
marketing campaigns through
the Customer Experience

approach.
The Customer Service Portal
(CSP) is a multichannel
application (web, mobile,
interactive voice response –
IVR, live chat) that enables
customers to manage their
ADNOC Wallet account
and other functions such as
purchase control, notifications,
defining vehicles, set limits, fuel
grade, restrictions, centralised
billing while providing real-time
reporting. This initiative ensures
an exceptional customer
experience that is superior,
consistent and secure across
all customer touch points.

•

•

•
•

Provides increased loyalty
sales and throughput using
an innovative loyalty tool.
Provides superior customer
service as fuelling process
is fully automated and has
guaranteed payment.
Remote system diagnostics,
configuration and update.
Online System providing
information in real time
basis.

In ADNOC Distribution, we
use RFID-integrated fuel
management systems to
automate and simplify vehicle
identification for ease of fuelling
and payments.

Benefits for corporate
clients and fleets:
• Centralised portal to define
vehicles, set limits, fuel
grade and restrictions.
• Save fuel expenses and
reduce fraud by fuelling
only authorised intended
vehicles.
• Easy to manage fleet
refuelling activity.
• Reporting on vehicle fuel
consumption.
• Receive notifications on
abnormal consumption
patterns to prevent fraud,=.

Benefits for ADNOC
Distribution:
• Fast and efficient process
to authorise and settle fuel
transactions in pre-payment
mode.
• Enables automatic
recognition of customers
to boost revenues, speed
up fuelling time, provide
personalised services.

Future Plans
Through the implementation
of the SMART payment
solutions for both fuel and
non-fuel services in the service
stations, ADNOC Smart to
ultimately aims to enhance our
overall customers’ experience
across our entire network
infrastructure.

What is RFID Technology?
RFID technology is not new in
the market; it is an evolution of
the barcode concept, but with
built-in extra security.
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CSR
in Year of
Giving
By: Khalid Al Hosani,
Sr. Events and Sponsorship Executive
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As soon as His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin
Zayed Al Nahyan, President of the UAE,
announced 2017 as the year of giving, several
charitable initiatives were launched by various
government and private organisations in the
UAE. It is no surprise that the UAE was one of
the largest donors of humanitarian relief and
development assistance in the world according
to a report issued by UAE Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and International Cooperation in 2015.
The culture of giving and kindness is not new to
the people of the UAE. The late Sheikh Zayed
bin Sultan Al Nahyan was a perfect example
of kindness and generosity, who always urged
private sector organisations and businessmen to
give back to the community through contributing
to building of hospitals, schools and other acts of
goodness in support of various social causes.
Social responsibility strengthens the bonds of
brotherhood among members of the society,
and boosts the spirit of cooperation in support
of good causes. The role of organisations in
this context is to encourage their employees to
come up with ideas and actions that promote
development and innovation in economic,
environmental, cultural and health spheres. In
fact, through CSR programmes, organisations
stand to make significant gains through
embedding CSR in their corporate culture. This
helps them enhance their public image, and
encourages members of society to support
the organisation in achieving its objectives and
development plans. Furthermore, CSR allows
employees to hone their skills, knowledge and
administrative and technical competence.
As I mentioned earlier, there are many areas
where individuals and organisations can give
back to the society including:
•

Social

causes:

Supporting

vulnerable

segments of society through allocating
funds to repay debts, cover the weddings
expenses of young people, support widows
and orphans, and deliver care for elderly
and special needs. Organisations can also
support social clubs across the country as
part of their CSR programme.
•

Health and sports: Hosting different kinds
of sports and athletic competitions such as
running, cycling and swimming and building
sports clubs that promote health and fitness
among members of society. Other areas
of support include building healthcare
centres, donating blood-to-blood banks,
and launching initiatives and healthcare
campaigns that support various segments
of society.

•

Knowledge and cultural support:
Setting up training institutes, schools and
universities that help young people develop
various life skills and technical competences,
while instilling the values of tolerance and
benevolence. Organisations can support
outstanding students and top talents
through providing them with necessary
support and resources to help them make
further contributions to the development
of society. Additionally, they can support
small projects that accelerate cultural and
knowledge development such as translation
and publishing houses, libraries, etc.

Studies suggest that human happiness can
be achieved through giving back to society,
which is not limited to donating money only,
but also through utilising one’s talents, skills
and expertise to support various social causes.
It is, therefore, important that everyone who
possesses a specific talent or skill disseminates
his knowledge and expertise to achieve social
well-being and happiness.
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Managing
Energy
Judicious use of energy is a pressing need due
to the limited availability of fossil fuel reserves
and sustainability concerns. Efficient energy
management is vital for sustainable growth
and is fundamental to three of ADNOC’s four
strategic pillars: Performance, Efficiency and
Profitability. Improving energy management is
only achievable if we fully engage a critical fourth
pillar, our People.

By Eng.

Manmohan Sreedhar
Technical Integrity Department
Manager
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In 2009, at a time when there were no
Government directives on energy and
sustainability, ADNOC adopted its own
strategic initiative to integrate economic,
environmental and social factors in its
corporate decisions, signed a Sustainability
Charter with all the Group’s companies.
The genesis of ADNOC Distribution’s
current Energy Management policies
can be further traced to the Abu Dhabi
Government’s economic Vision 2030
document. In 2013, ADNOC launched
thirteen specific initiatives to help further
the attainment of this vision. Initiative 11,
“Assume a shaping and supporting role in
promoting an energy efficient economy in
the UAE”, was one of them.
The Technical Integrity Department is
tasked with spearheading the Energy
Management function in ADNOC
Distribution. Our immediate goal is to
set up an Energy Management System,
known as EnMS (pronounced NMS), in
order to obtain an ISO 50001 certification.
The EnMS will help us establish an energy
baseline, monitor energy usage, define
Energy performance Indicators (EnPI), set
energy improvement targets and make
tangible improvements in efficiency.
An EnMS ensures a sustained process
of identifying, planning and implementing
improvements in the way an organisation
uses energy. A high-quality and
comprehensive EnMS also builds business
value by recognising the importance of
energy as an essential business input,
and by establishing enduring processes
to monitor and achieve best practices in
the use of energy resources. An effective
EnMS provides a framework of practical
processes and procedures to deliver on an
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organisation’s energy objectives.
“For us, ISO 50001 certification is not
an end by itself; it is an excellent tool to
achieve a clear end, which is tangible
savings through continual improvements in
our energy efficiency.” Saeed Al Rashdi.
To set the ball rolling, ADNOC Distribution
awarded a consultancy contract to Ernst
& Young (EY) to develop an EnMS within
a tight completion schedule of 48 weeks.
We are currently well past the halfway
mark and hope to complete the exercise
on target by June this year. The next
few months will see a sudden surge in
the involvement of every employee in the
company in helping to provide inputs for
the project, ensuring the sustainability of
the EnMS, and most importantly, achieving
continuous improvement in our energy
usage. Our Acting CEO’s comment during
the project kick-off meeting, “For us, ISO
50001 certification is not an end by itself; it
is an excellent tool to achieve a clear end,
which is tangible savings through continual
improvement of our energy efficiency”,
is a clear reflection of the purpose of this
exercise.
ADNOC Distribution’s EnMS scope
boundaries cover the entire organisation,
including all Business Units and many
support units. Typically all our Fuel
Terminals, LPG Plants, Lube and Grease
Plant, Aviation, Natural Gas facilities,
Office Buildings, Service Stations, Vehicle
Inspection Centres and others, will be
covered.
The biggest operational challenge is the
sheer diversity and geographical spread
of the company’s operating facilities.
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With over three hundred service stations,
depots, airport facilities, and offices among
other installations distributed across the
country, obtaining energy consumption
data on a regular basis is one challenge.
Another challenge is the identification of
the Significant Energy Users in each of
these locations that will require selective
sub-metering for loads required for Air
Conditioning, lighting and other major
energy consumers. For the purpose of
developing the EnMS, we installed 30 submeters at three selected service stations
and HO buildings. Sub-meters already exist
in the recently completed Musaffah LPG
and Ruwais depots. Active monitoring of
energy consumption at these locations on a
daily basis is now taking place.
Though 95% or more of our business
processes are powered by electrical
energy, we do use fossil fuels for fleet
movement and for limited captive power
generation. Our EnMS boundary is
consequently being designed to cover fossil
fuel consumption as well.
As part of the ongoing EnMS consultancy,
a gap-analysis based on recently monitored
sub-meter data was recently completed
and a Register of Opportunities for Energy
improvement is also being prepared.
The Energy Opportunities identified so
far focus on lighting, HVAC, kitchen
appliances and domestic hot water,
which together account for 80% of energy
usage in ADNOC Distribution. To meet
ISO 50001 certification requirements,
ADNOC Distribution has appointed TIDM
as Management Representative, formed an
energy management team, and sponsored
the project at ELT level. A core EnMS team
with representatives from all stakeholder

divisions has been identified and shall be
given training on energy management
systems and the ISO 50001 standard.
The company is also aiming to integrate
the EnMS with other Quality Management
Systems, such as ISO-14001 and OHSAS
18001 as and when they are developed
by concerned stakeholders. To complete
the design of the EnMS, the company,
in consultation with EY, is developing a
training program to add to the internal
competencies of staff. An energy auditing
programme is also being designed.
EnMS is a Management System similar to
systems such as the HSE Management
System: all Managers of respective
Departments are responsible for
implementing EnMS in their area.
Moving beyond the company boundaries,
ADNOC Distribution also plans to expand
its EnMS by working with its suppliers,
vendors, and sub-contractors to raise
awareness of the need to improve energy
performance and find mutually beneficial
ways to improve it.
The energy team is driven by the
unstinting support and guidance of the
top management. In the final analysis, the
success of the EnMS also depends on
the total participation and commitment of
every single employee in the company.
Given the enthusiastic young leaders we
have in all our business and support units,
we are confident that collectively we will
significantly exceed the corporate target
of achieving a 10% reduction on our 2014
energy base line by 2020.
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